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“The Army Wounded Warrior
Program (AW2) is the official U.S.
Army program that assists and advocates
for severely wounded… Soldiers and their
Families…regardless of military status.”
—Warrior Transition Command
AW2 is a comprehensive rehabilitative
program for critically and physically wounded
soldiers from active combat zones.

 Established to deliver targeted medical and
emotional treatment plans in preparation for
re-deployment or civilian life.
 Most AW2 soldiers are not physically
wounded. Many have addiction and mental
health issues.
 Pentagon Inspector General cites growing
problem among AW2 soldiers: Excessive
overmedication and high suicide rates.

 Lack of central rehabilitative focus and
communication processes leads to
inconsistencies in soldier transition.
(Example: soldier redeployed to combat zone in
previous position as a truck driver—although
combat injury left him legally blind.)1
 AW2 treatment and patient integration is the
same for combat injuries, mental illness and
addiction cases. Each group could benefit from
disability focused treatment.

Effective Warrior Wellness
Communications Plans:
 Behave in ways that solve problems, “allow
corrective discourse” and satisfy goals of all
stakeholders.
 Are socially acceptable and responsible.
 Scan the environment to identify affected publics
and build best two-way communication models.
 Communicate “symmetrically” with stakeholders to
develop “high-quality, long-term relationships.”
 Mutually understand “balance is power” and all are
involved.2

Strengths
 Computerized automated medical alert
system utilized at three AW2 facilities
can be expanded
 High public empathy & troop support

Weaknesses
 Lack of integrated communication,
stakeholder education network and
medication reporting systems
 Limited separation between combatrelated Wounded Warrior treatment and
non-combat addiction/mental illness
issues

Opportunities
 Medical/technical teams: alert systems at
all AW2 centers
 Stakeholder education campaign saves
heroes, develops long-term, balanced
communication/relationships
 Positive public & media relations

Threats

 Fort Drum staff member: “Half of the
Warriors are stoned on psychotropic drugs"
 Overdose and suicide
 Crisis and negative publicity

 Soldiers
 Quantitative standardized
questionnaire, qualitative survey and
focus groups to determine program
deficiencies/successes. 3
 Offer in-depth interviews to AW2
Alumni. Qualitative research method
uses open-ended questions to help
stakeholders adjust communication
efforts and determine improved
program direction.3

 Families: AW2-moderated focus groups to
discuss “feelings, concerns, problems and
frustrations relating to specific topics.”3
 Commanders & Doctors: Provide big
picture for AW2 staff to ensure goals of the
communication plan complement the Army
Mission & Vision. In-depth interview and
surveys with key commanders & physicians,
using open-ended survey.

How can the Army
elevate brand awareness
and prestige of AW2 via
a successful strategic
communications campaign to improve
the lives of its stakeholders through
positive communication experiences?4

Goal: Support AW2’s commitment to
offering each soldier and family the best
possible support following injury.
Sharpen the Wounded Warrior brand,
focusing on physical and mental recovery
via Warrior Wellness initiatives.
Objective: To design and implement a
strategic and symmetrical communications
plan, Warrior Wellness, increasing
awareness of the AW2 program offerings
by 20 percent over a one-year period.
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 Soldiers/Families: Via Operation Cheer:
“We are grateful for the sacrifices not
only of our Wounded Warriors, but also of
their families. We applaud their
accomplishments and support their
ongoing efforts.”
 AW2 Nonprofits: “All of us have been
where someone has carried us. We are
Army-proud participating members of the
Warrior Wellness Campaign and
Operation Cheer and support those who
have given so much to this country.”

 Government/Healthcare/Public: “Through
the Warrior Wellness Campaign, the
community can discover who our combat
soldiers are, what they are doing and how
much they accomplish, not just this week, but
during their recovery. Operation Cheer is a
way to celebrate that and say thank you!"

 Resource Campaign: Communicate
available resources to physicians and
soldiers to increase awareness and help
prevent over-medication, addiction and
suicide.
 Media Relations: Use multiple social and
traditional media channels, personalized
pitches and media tours to engage public
involvement in Warrior Wellness. Award &
recognize Warrior of the Month. Implement
PTSD Progress Battalion Report. Highlight
the Adopt-a-Service Dog program.

 Integrated Communications: Offer
stakeholders online support groups. Utilize
these groups as focus groups to enhance AW2
communications, allowing leadership team to
view overall capability of AW2 for ongoing
program modification.
 NGO Partnerships: Build rapport with
NGOs to develop innovative approaches to
achieve objectives. For example, Wounded
Warriors in Action is a nonprofit run by
veterans for warriors to participate in stress
reducing recreation.

 Strategic Planning & Practices: In 2010,
the Army identified $150 billion in savings
over five years. This effort offers new resources
to increase services for AW2, including
upgraded technology, communications and
staff. Align communication goals and
objectives with overall AW2 strategic planning.
 Social Media Engagement: Increase
visibility of the Brave Battle Blog, encouraging
two-way communication. Utilize SEO Strategy
to increase website traffic. Develop Warrior
Wellness Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn
social media engagement plans.

 Enhance the Integrated Disability
Evaluation System: AW2 classification
requires Army rating of 30% or higher on the
Physical Disability Evaluation System in
specific categories: loss of vision, hearing,
limb, PTSD, severe burns, paralysis, brain
trauma or disfigurement. Improved internal
communication programs between
commanders and unit leaders, in conjunction
with the medical and physical evaluation
boards, should be implemented.

 Benchmarks
 Set through specific, measurable objective and
research at the beginning of the project.3
 Outputs
 Did we achieve our goals of specific number of
website hits, media stories and number of
people participating at Warrior Wellness Day
activities?
 Outtakes
 Have attitudes about AW2 changed with the
various stakeholder audiences? Has awareness
of the Warrior Wellness program increased?
 Outcomes
 Did we support the overall AW2 goals and
mission?

Stakeholder Steering Committee established to
define scope of research and other tactics.
Implement planning and progress sessions for Warrior
Wellness & PTSD Progress Battalion Updates.
Engage Warrior Wellness media relations program.
Warrior Wellness Day (civilians honor and assist
Wounded Warriors) activities.
Implement Warrior Wellness Computerized Reporting
Systems at 36 AW2 Centers.
Adopt-a-Service Dog Month promotional activities.

In memoriam…
Thank you to all of our service members.

This project is dedicated to the memory of U.S. Army Sgt.
Linda L. Pierre, “101st Special Troops Battalion, 101st
Sustainment Brigade, 101st Airborne Division, Fort Campbell,
Ky.; died April 16 at Forward Operating Base Gamberi,
Afghanistan, of wounds suffered when an Afghan National
Army soldier attacked her with multiple grenades.” 5
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